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The Big Sleep
By Farmer Gabriel, Farm Teacher

Winter is a time when all living things begin the process of 
turning inward and conserving resources. As the plants and 
trees lose their leaves, and animals begin their hibernation, 
we human beings can turn our attention inward and begin to 
align with our own inward journey. Just like night follows day, 
this restful time of winter follows the active time of summer. 
Winter is a time to reflect. When the earth begins to warm 
again in springtime we can begin to manifest our thoughts 
and ideas that have arisen out of winter’s dreamtime.

Winter on the Summerfield Farm is no different. Our days are 
spent “putting the garden to sleep” for the winter, reflecting 
on the season past and envisioning what the upcoming 
season will bring. The students will help spread countless 
wood chips throughout the farm to help add an extra layer 
of protection and warmth to the earth. They will clear and 
cover the garden beds with their plastic “blankets,” literally 
putting the beds to sleep. Our perennial plants and trees will 
be pruned back and mulched heavily as they lie dormant in their own hibernation.

This year in particular, we in Sonoma County have experienced the strongest storms and heaviest rains since I 
moved back to California three and a half years ago. These storms have brought to me what has felt like a real 
invitation to really go deep inside and restore and rejuvenate my forces in preparation for the coming year. 
Mother Nature knows wisely the importance of quality rest. All living beings on our planet require a season of 
rest in order to build resilience towards all that is being asked of us.

As we are beginning to experience what feels like the first sunny and warm days we have had in a long time, 
I am beginning to see signs of life and rebirth around the farm, none as 
strong as the images of the 9 new lambs that have been born so far this 
winter leaping and bounding after one another. In ancient Greek and Roman 
philosophies (and many other religions and cultures), lambs symbolize 
sacrifice and vulnerability. I would like to touch on this idea of vulnerability. 
It takes courage to really look inward at ourselves and notice where we might 

be experiencing resistance to being our 
best selves and it takes vulnerability to 
take ownership of our own thoughts 
and feelings and it takes strength to rid 
ourselves of what is no longer serving us. 
In my opinion, there is no better time to 
reflect on these things than during the 
Big Sleep that is Winter.

Illustration by Leslie Evans, “Autumn, An Alphabet Acrostic”  
by Steven Schnur, Clarion Books, 1997
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What is color? How do we build our 
relationship with color? Can we find 
the essence  of each color individually 
so that we can bring them into 
relationship with other colors in a 
harmonious way? These were the 
questions that informed our painting 
lessons for three weeks in the seventh 
grade classroom. We began simply, 
with three colors. Taking two colors 
together at a time, we experienced 
their individuality as well as the new 
colors that arose when they mixed. 
Then we took all three together and 
many more colors arose, even greys 
and browns. 

Then we worked with the color wheel! 
We painted the color wheel four times, 
first with each color in their own 
place, next with some mixing, then 
more mixing and lastly, the wheel 
disappeared and only colors were left. This practice gave rise to “the plant between heaven and earth.” In this painting, 
the flower grew directly out of the color wheel, but not a wheel; the colors gradually flowed from the bottom to the top of 
the paper, and the flower grew out of the pure color. 

Another exercise was to paint the sunrise, the moment when the horizon comes to light with a brilliant vermillion and 
maybe a little yellow or red, while the land beneath it is darkness and the sky above is beginning to move from black to  
indigo to blue. Of course we had to use our imagination, as no one saw this happen until after we completed the painting. 

What is Color? 
By Ronni Sands, Art & Gardening Teacher

Three-color paintings by 7th grade students, collage by R. Sands

What is Color? cont. 
We explored using dense, saturated colors along with diluted, transparent colors. The exercises were challenging, yet 
every day, the students worked with focus and intention and created brilliant paintings from these simple exercises.

Our final paintings were of simple landscapes, where all colors could mix and flow to depict the beauty of the natural world.

These three weeks have been in preparation for their upcoming block in April, 
which is “Landscape Watercolor Painting,” where we will work with perspective, 
color, light and dark to paint landscape scenes. 

The objectivity that it takes to see color for what it is, understand its’ nature and 
work in harmony with it is a bit like the adolescent journey towards self. As the 
adolescent is changing rapidly, can they find and stay true to those qualities of self 
that are true and good? Can working with color take them to the deeper parts of 
themselves where their individuality is growing? And how does all of this help them 
in their relationships with others? The work in the arts is one of the many ways that 
Waldorf Education can help to guide this development.

L to R: Chloe Griffith, Iyla Ohlsen, Sage Rasmussen, Jai Tollon-Everett

L to R: Fynn McBratney, Lucas Gibbons, Liam Gannon

L to R: Annalisa Kaiser, Franchesca Cohen, Lysdy Miller

L to R: Faewyn Whealdon, Jasper Mutz, Izik Marroquin

R: Plant between Heaven and Earth by Liam Gannon
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Home is Where the Heart is
 By Don Basmajian, Grades Teacher

The 3rd Grade began its “Housebuilding” block with the question, 
“Where was the first place you lived when you arrived on earth?” 

The answers varied from San Francisco to foreign lands, but then a child 
replied, “My body!” 

If the body, was your first home, where 
is the roof (the dome of the head)? The 
windows through which your soul looks 
into the world (eyes)? The doors (nose, 
ears, mouth)? Kitchen (stomach)? The 
foundation (the bones)? Living room  
(the heart)? 

After studying houses around the world, 
the children were asked to research a 
house of their choosing and build a model 
of it. On the day the project was due, the 
children gazed at each other’s work with 
awe and wonder. The atmosphere was 
that of a festival with gifts that came out 
of their imagination and hard work.

Treehouse by Aria RiderChuya Chu-Wen (Pomo Winter 
house) by Luke Solorzano

Log Cabin by Zephyr Hedges

Pueblo by Tejay Simpson

Half Timber House by Sophia 
Hobbs

Chalet by Lila Ahmad

Log Cabin by Rosemarie Ready

Log Cabin by Bella Isbell

Thai House by Khoa Ngaophasy

Cambodian Farmhouse by Krishna Donaldson

Native American Tipi by 
Anna Reed

Pueblo by Eleanor Philp

Home is Where the Heart is, cont. 

Cambodian Stilt House by Alex 
Hemsouvanh

Treehouse by Isabel MacKillop

Treehouse by Amara 
Entrup

Egyptian House by Zander 
Halim

Pueblo by Calia Donaldson

Treehouse by Maddie Shaw

Log Cabin by Marko Shevchuk

Log Cabin by Vivian Brisbois
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$hop $avvy for Summerfield
eScrip: Registration can be completed online at eScrip.com 
or in person at participating merchants by signing up for a 
Community Card. Choose Summerfield Waldorf School and 
Farm as your beneficiary organization. If you register your 
debit or credit card, any purchases made with that card will 
automatically be contributed to SWSF. Local participants 
include Oliver’s Markets, Petaluma Market, Fircrest Market 

and Woodlands Market. 

Sports Basement: 
When you join the Sports 
Basement Basementeer 
Program at Sportsbasement.
com and choose SWSF as 
your beneficiary, you’ll receive 
10% off of your purchase, 
and our school earns 10% 
of profits. Basementeers 
also receive additional perks 
like trading in used gear for 
store credit and if you buy a 
refillable propane canister, 
you can have it refilled for 
free, forever. There is a one-
time membership fee of $25.

Annual Giving Campaign Gratitude
Thanks to the incredible giving spirit of this special community and its 
extended family, we have raised over $300,000 for SWSF to date!  
Not only did we meet our AGC goal on the deadline, we have come 
together to make a difference, allowing us to continue our mission of 
bringing an inspiring and meaningful education to every child. 

The spirit of this community is so giving and heartfelt. Your 
commitment to SWSF and Waldorf education is beyond 
moving, and we are deeply humbled by your generosity.  Thank 
you for supporting SWSF, our community, and our children’s 
education.

A very special thank you to our incredible AGC reps for their 
hard work and dedication in helping us reach our goal:

AGC Chairperson Sarah Hadler, Abby Durden, Olivia Barry, 
Lauren Spates, Sami McCabe, Olivia ten Kate, Laura Johnsen, 
Lisa Macleod, Kerrie Trabert, Yael Marmar, Dawn Saxon, Deb 
Derrig, Sam Dakin, Rachel Hazlett, Ramona Wilmarth, Michelle 
Bovard, Tara Kelly, Kathryn Sloan, and Ray Hsu

With deep gratitude,

Hayden Terstegge and Camille Hedges
Development Office

DEVELOPMENT CORNER

AnnuAl Alumni Winter BAsh - A greAt time hAd By All!
On December 26th, alumni, staff and the Development office came together for the annual SWSF Alumni 

Winter Bash.  Each year we gather to connect with alumni to celebrate their memories of Summerfield, 
and have an opportunity to reconnect with faculty and staff.  We are so grateful to Handline for hosting this 
event, and providing delicious food and drinks.  SWSF graduates spanning from 1998-2021 were in atten-
dance, and it was wonderful to see them join one another in reliving their time together at Summerfield.  

Great memories were made and shared by all who attended!

The Importance of Warmth

Admissions and (Re)Enrollment for 2023-24
Early Childhood (Preschool & Kindergarten): Admission Application Due January 31

High School (Grade 9): Admission Application Deadline was January 13 - contact Admissions office directly to apply late
Lower School (Grades 1-8) / High School (Grades 10-12): Rolling Admissions

Online (Re)Enrollment begins March 17 and ends March 31

Being comfortable outside is key to experiencing all-seasons nature-
based play. Here is a wonderful excerpt from The Online Waldorf 
Library on why it is so important to layer. 
___________________________________________
by Susan R. Johnson MD, F.A.A.P.

As a pediatrician, I actually was taught that you could tell if 
children were warm enough by touching their skin. If they felt 
warm then they were wearing enough clothes, and if they felt cool 
or their skin was mottled (bluish-pink), then they needed more 
clothes. It was simple. I was also a parent that had her 2 year-old 
child playing outside in the rain wearing only a diaper. I actually 
thought he was okay because his skin felt warm! 

Warmth is probably one of the greatest gifts we can give our children. Not only the warmth of our love but also keeping 
their physical body warm. Children are developing their bodies especially during the first 7 years of their lives. An infant 
and a young child will always feel warm unless they are on the verge of hypothermia because they have an accelerated 
metabolic rate. If we don't provide them with the layers of cotton, silk, and wool to insulate their bodies, then they must 
use some of their potential "growth" energy to heat their bodies. 

This same energy would be better utilized in further developing their brain, heart, liver, lungs etc. In addition, being cold 
decreases immunity. We are all more susceptible to the germs and viruses that are always around us when we are wet and 
cold. When our body has to expend extra energy to keep warm then less energy is available to "fight" off infections. 

So the question becomes, how do we get our children to wear jackets? One can develop the habit of always having children 
put on a hat and coat when they go outside during cool weather. One can also try telling children that they will actually run 
faster and have much more energy to play if they wear a coat. If they don't wear a coat then their body has to expend a lot 
of energy just warming them up, and they will have less energy to build muscles and less energy to play. 

Finally, the type of clothing our children wear also makes a big difference. Polyester pajamas don't breathe and children will 
often wake up sweating. Even polyester jackets will not insulate a child from the cold as well as layers of cotton, silk, or wool. 
When children sweat while wearing polyester that sweat is trapped against their body and they eventually become chilled.

So why do children rarely complain that they are cold? Children often are not connected with their body before the age of 7 
to even acknowledge or communicate that they are cold. They live in the moment and are so excited and stimulated by all 
that they see that they don't have the capacity to sense the coldness of their body. This is why children often will play in a 
swimming pool or ocean until they are literally "blue" denying that they are cold or that they need to come out of the water. 
So as parents, we have to help our children develop their sense of warmth. By helping them develop this sense of warmth, we 
are actually strengthening their immunity and laying the foundation for a healthy body and healthy organs in their adult life.

Reminder: Tuition Payments to Start in July
Beginning with the 2023-2024 school year, Summerfield will be moving the due date of the first tuition payment from August to July. 
When the original ten-month payment plan was established, the first days of school were in September. However, for the past few 
years, the first days of school have been in August. Therefore, beginning with the next school year, monthly tuition payments will be 
due July through April. There will be no tuition payment due in May and annual fees will continue to be due in June. For the current 
22-23 school year, payments are August through May. 

• Annual Fees for the 23-24 school year will be due on June 1
• Monthly tuition payments for the 23-24 school year will start in July 2023 and run through April 2024
• Nothing will be due in May of 2024, but 24-25 Annual Fees will be due in June of 2024
• For those families paying over 12 months, please plan for the overlap!

Tuition Assistance for 2023-24
January 27, 2023: Tuition Assistance applications for all prospective 9th graders are due. Grants for this group will be offered by February 10, 2023. 

February 17, 2023: Tuition Assistance applications for all other grades are due. Grants will be offered by March 3, 2023.
Reminder: Tax returns for the current year must be uploaded into FACTS in order to qualify for tuition assistance in the next school year. 

http://eScrip.com
https://shop.sportsbasement.com/products/basementeer-membership-1?beneficiary=[A60]%20Summerfield%20Waldorf%20School%20and%20Farm
https://shop.sportsbasement.com/products/basementeer-membership-1?beneficiary=[A60]%20Summerfield%20Waldorf%20School%20and%20Farm
https://waldorflibrary.org/articles/613-the-importance-of-warmth
https://waldorflibrary.org/articles/613-the-importance-of-warmth
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Middle School Girls Basketball
The Middle School Girls Basketball season is well underway 
and Summerfield is fielding an impressive team made up 
of 6th, 7th, and 8th graders. Coach Mike Carroll was very 
grateful for the sixth graders who stepped up to join the 7/8 
team so that Summerfield could compete. And competing 
they are! They have won one and lost two and are showing 
all signs of steadily improving over the season. For most of 
these girls, this is their first time playing basketball - and 
it is amazing to see their progress from one game to the 
next (Jiya “Breakaway” Singh!). For a seasoned few, like 
no. 50 Hazel Milcoff, who has been playing with her older 
sisters, and no. 14 Lian Murphy, who played last year, it is 
a joy to watch them skillfully bring the ball down the court. 
All in all, it is super fun to watch them play - come and join 
us and cheer on the Mustangs at our next game! Special 
thanks to Lisa Hale, G6 teacher for stepping up to help out!

Go Mustangs!
Big Shout Out to our Basketball Referees

There is a national shortage of school referees 
due to verbal abuse by players and fans. Please be 
respectful and let the refs officiate - your job as a 

spectator is to cheer everybody on, not just the kid 
you know, heck not just your own team. Cheer them 

all on! Thank the refs!

Photos and copy by Sarah Hill. January 23 game vs. 
Sonoma Charter.

Game Schedule
 o Tuesday, Jan 31 at Mark West Time TBD 

          4600 Lavell Road Santa Rosa, CA 95407
 o Wednesday, Feb 1 at Windsor Christian at 4pm 

        10285 Starr Road, Windsor, CA 95492 

 o Monday, Feb 6 vs Healdsburg School at Stony     
Point Gym/Stony Pt Fellowship at 4pm  

         4074 Stony Point Road, Santa Rosa, 95407
 o Wednesday, Feb 8 at Presentation at 4pm 

        20872 Broadway, Sonoma, CA 95476 

 o Wednesday, Feb 15 vs Spring Lake at Stony 
Point Gym at 4pm 
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Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this  
classified section. Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion.

The Messenger Marketplace

DRE #01418087

707.695.7000
amee@vanguardsonoma.com
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 Rachel Moore

 

707•799•2923

license #02039610

rachel.moore@corcorangl.com
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Advertise in the Messenger
Summerfield’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month during the school year, and has a distribution list of over 1,000. If you 
are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit our website at summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter, or email messenger@

summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.

summerField 
enrOllment 

eVents
To learn more or to 

register for an event, 
please visit:

summerfieldwaldorf.org/
admissions/visit-us

SUBMISSIONS
To submit an article or photos for consideration in our 

monthly newsletter, please visit our website: 
summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter/ 

or email to: messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org

2390 JULIO LANE OFFERED AT $599,000

SERVING SUMMERFIELD FAMILIES IS 
MY PASSION... ONE HOUSE AT A TIME! 

REAL ESTATE BROKER

TIMOTHY HEDGES

707.696.7325  |  DRE #01368460 
timothy@vanguardsonoma.com

FOR SALE IN WEST SANTA ROSA

The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this  
classified section. Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion.

Summerfield’s 2023-24 Waldorf 
Arts Calendar Still Available
Many hundreds 

of  copies of our 

beautiful  

2023-24 Summerfield 

Arts Calendar have 

reached Waldorf 

families in the 

community and all 

over the country…  

and orders are still coming in! It’s not too late to get 

your copy or gift one to a friend or work colleague. 

As the calendar lasts for 15 months, there are still 

many beautiful images to enjoy.

SUMMERFIELDWALDORF.ORG/2023WALLCALENDAR

Classes & Workshops
Adult Crafting Classes | Steiner Study Group
Crafting classes on Wednesday Feb 1, 8, 15, 9-11 am. Come and make 
a needle felted bird and a spring fairy! Classes are $40 drop in or $100 
for the series. Or come along with your own project for $15 per class - 
advice and assistance provided! A second opportunity is to join me on 
Saturday, Feb 4, to make a small star baby doll, 9am-12:30pm, $65. A 
further opportunity is to join a new study group to learn more about 
Rudolf Steiner’s philosophies, Monday evenings, 7-8:30pm, ongoing 
and free! To register, please contact Kate Hammond 2katehammond@
gmail.com or (707) 481-9132.

Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard 
I am an experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf School founding 
parent and original creator of the school’s instrumental music 
program. My studio is located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website 
marybeardmusicstudio.com or contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 
707-546-8782.

Goods & Services

Anthroposophic Homecare Through the Seasons 
Two Anthroposophic nurses are teaching a monthly class on how the 
holidays and festivals are a mirror for what is occurring in nature and 
how these seasonal rhythms live within us. We will include seasonal 
homecare practices that are Anthroposophic and holistic. First class is 
January 29, 10-1. $25-$50. 
Contact anthroposophicnursing@gmail.com

College Admissions Advising & Essay Coaching
Diana Wuerthner, a certified and long-time Waldorf college counselor, 
offers families a rare combination of Waldorf background and 
counseling experience. Diana offers both full-service college advising, 
and/or college essay support, online and in-person. 
https://www.worthitcollegeadvising.com/about
diana.wuerthner@gmail.com | 415-912-0248

Earth School - February Break Camp
Exploring the Natural Landscape Through your Senses
2/20-24, 9:00-1:30, Ages 7-12, $375
Explore our natural environment, conduct science experiments, 
play games, create medicinal salves, herbal teas, and potions!
https://www.earthschool.org/camp

Sebastopol Strings Academy
Sebastopol Strings Academy offers cello lessons, private and group, for 
kids and adults. Contact Maureen Caisse (707) 206-1566.
sebastopolstringsacademy.com

This year, January 22nd marked the Chinese New Year, also known 
as Spring Festival or Lunar New Year. It is the most important and 
widely celebrated traditional festival in China.

The Chinese New Year celebrations typically begin with the cleaning 
of the house, in order to sweep away bad luck and make room for 
good luck to enter. Red decorations, such as lanterns and banners, 
are put up to symbolize good luck, happiness, and prosperity. People 
also hang red couplets, which are traditional Chinese poems written 
on red paper, on their front doors and windows.

The Chinese zodiac has a 12-year cycle, with each year represented 
by a different animal. This coming year will be the year of Rabbit. The 
year of the rabbit, the fourth year in the cycle, is typically associated 
with the attributes of elegance, compassion, and good luck and  
considered to be a peaceful and harmonious year, in which people 
are encouraged to focus on their relationships and personal growth. 
It is believed that this is a good time to build strong connections with 
friends and family, and to improve one's personal and professional 
relationships.

Chinese New Year ~ The Year of the Rabbit
By Jun Kong, High School Math & Science Teacher
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6th Grade Geometry Drawings by Roland King

Sixth Grade Geometry
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